
From 2010 till only a few months ago, for as long as the markets were rising steadily, it was
relatively easy to make money, to the extent to which the word “easy” can ever be
applied to financial markets. With the benefit of hindsight everything becomes easier, but
the classic ‘buy and hold’ attitude was systematically rewarding. By now things have
changed Understanding these markets has become more difficult. Purely economic
reasons would push stock markets down, but the draconian creation of liquidity, interest
rates close to zero and the QE policies implemented by central banks have been keeping
them close to their maximum levels. Probably no steady trends in a single direction will be
seen at this point, only a broad trading range that will last for a long time. This is not
surprising, and we remain ready to take every opportunity that the market gives us.

Giorgio Saronne
Portfolio manager
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MAIN SCENARIO HYPOTHESIS

The two leading Western economies

(USA and Eurozone) and their

respective central banks continue to

show evidence of decoupling in this

phase, along with radical

differences in their economic cycle,

especially with respect to monetary

policy. The Fed is progressively

withdrawing from an expansionary

monetary policy that had lasted for

years, whereas in the Eurozone the

ECB, acting in response to a general

picture that is still far from the ECB’s

objectives, keeps on applying both

conventional and nonconventional

policy instruments. The Fed’s

monetary policy remains growth

oriented, but it has a bias (a future

orientation) towards tightening. The

ECB’s monetary policy is strongly

growthoriented, while its bias is

growthoriented, too. In practice, the

interest rates decided by the Fed are

currently and will long remain close

to zero, so much so that there is a

strong acceleration in this growth

phase of monetary policy,

considering that it has just been

announced that the ECB may soon

raise the degree and duration of QE.

The interest rates fixed by the Fed

are still close to zero, but in its case

the situation is different, and for

months there has been discussion

about a possible cycle of rate

increases that might begin

(according to the consensus view) in

December. In the USA growth is

strong and sustainable,

unemployment is falling, inflation is

low (in the Fed’s view, too low)

interest rates are near zero and they

might not rise soon or by much.

These are optimal conditions for

continuing on a path of systematic

growth and rising stock markets, for

at least as long as the Fed’s interest

rates stay close to zero. The ultra

expansionary attitude of the ECB

supports the economic picture and

the stock markets of Europe. As long

as the Fed keeps its interest rates

near zero, and as long as

extraeconomic inputs are absent,

the situation will stay under control –

in fact, European stock markets will

continue to go up, following

American ones.Thus a strong

contribution to the continuation of

the fair value of stocks that are still

quoted at levels that are historically

high for corporate America, and

that are acceptable for Eurozone

companies, is being made by

keeping interest rates close to zero.

As long as this situation continues, –

in other words, as long as the

monetary policy of the ECB persists in

its current phase of stepping up

monetary stimulus – until the

moment when the Fed raises interest

rates for the first time in years (so

creating the expectation of a cycle

of interest rate rises in the consensus

view of analysts), barring any

unforeseen effects deriving from

extraecononomic inputs, stock

markets will not fall – in fact, they will

further renew their rising trend. In this

context, China and other emerging

economies will continue to grow too.

The nonalignment discussed above

between the monetary policies

being implemented in the USA and

the Eurozone, combined with the

differences in growth rates that

favour US companies, should, in all

probability, determine a further

strengthening of the dollar against

the Euro, until a target ratio of parity

(1:1) is reached, as forecast by us for

over a year. In the short term the

price of crude oil will continue to

show high volatility and a prevalently

lower direction, so reacting to

elements that affect the supply side.

It is, in fact, true that the agreement

with Iran over its nuclear programme

has brought Iran back into the

market as a supplier of of crude oil,

while other exporting countries have

raised their output. On the demand

side the global slowdown has cut

consumption. In addition, the United

States, thanks to the new

technologies for producing shale oil,

have strongly reduced their

dependence on imports, and this

has had a further impact in lowering

worldwide demand. Sooner or later,

within OPEC an agreement will be

reached on lowering production

quotas. At that point prices will begin

to rise. As was foreseen in our

previous basic scenario, that could

act as an additional factor

determining a series of causes and

effects that would lead to a rise in

interest rates up to the target level

fixed by the central banks and



WAIT and SEE
WAIT

The mediumterm trend on stock

markets is once again underwatch.

RISK ON
ON

BOND SHARES

DEFENSIVE CURRENCIES

GROUTH-SENSITIVE

CURRENCIES

The shortterm trend is now bullish
again. The direction of money flows
is from norisk to risk
on, and therefore from riskfree
bonds to stocks and from defensive
currencies to growthsensitive
currencies.

SCHEME OF MARKETS

beyond that level, so inducing the

Fed to begin or to speed up the

cycle of interest rate hikes, and

produce the negative effects on

stock markets that such rate rises

normally have. These negative

effects will, in any case, be

compensated by the pressure that

will be exerted on stock prices by the

probably imminent expansion of QE

by the ECB, both in its amount

(currently 60 billion Euros/month) and

in its duration (initially set to last till

September 2016), as anticipated in

the speech delivered by Mario

Draghi on October 22nd. Keeping in

mind that the price of crude oil

depends exclusively on the dynamic

relationahip beween demand and

supply, it can be said that the fair

value of WTI crude – that is, the level

that can be theoretically estimated

for future equilibrium between

demand and supply – should come

within the $5070 range, The Italian

oil company ENI, like some of its

competitors, has based its estimate

of future price levels mentioned in

forward guidance on a price for WTI

crude oil of $60 at the end of 2016.

Similarly, we still consider an average

price close to $70 as being probable

in the 20162017 time window. The

volatility of stock markets has been

falling, while geopolitical risks have

been rising.

Stefano Bagnoli
Head of Economic Research
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In line with expectations, and as had

become obvious by then, the ECB

left interest rates unchanged at its

meeting on October 22nd. The main

benchmark rate (REFI) was left

unchanged at 0.05%, the marginal

refinancing rate is still at 0.30% and

the overnight deposit rate was left at

0.20%. The main poin is that the ECB

announced that it wishes to re

examine (in an expansionary

direction) the degree of monetary

easing to be adopted in the course

of this year. It might, in fact, decide

to increase the amount and

duration of QE beyond the current

€60 billion of asset purchases per

month that had been scheduled to

last until September 2016, if the

targets it had originally set are not

reached, with special reference to

an inflation 4 rate of close to but

slightly below 2%. In practical terms,

as had already been disclosed from

the outset, QE might theoretically

never be stopped, by being allowed

to continue until the economic

picture has returned to a condition

of strength. Until that situation is

reached, and in the absence of

new inputs that are highly negative

in noneconomic matters, stock

markets will continue to hold up,

actually showing an artificially bullish

tendency. At this point I will quote

the opening of Draghi’s speech

introducing the new outlook of the

BCE: “Based on our regular

economic and monetary analyses,

and in line with our forward

guidance, the Governing Council

decided to keep the key ECB

interest rates unchanged. As regards

nonstandard monetary policy

measures, the asset purchases are

proceeding smoothly and continue

to have a favourable impact on the

cost and availability of credit for

firms and households. […] While euro

area domestic demand remains

resilient, concerns over growth

prospects in emerging markets and

possible repercussions for the

economy from developments in

financial and commodity markets

continue to signal downside risks to

the outlook for growth and inflation.

Most notably, the strength and

persistence of the factors that are

currently slowing the return of

inflation to levels below, but close to,

2% in the medium term require

thorough analysis. In this context, the

degree of monetary policy

accommodation will need to be re

examined at our December

monetary policy meeting, when the

new Eurosystem staff

macroeconomic projections will be

available. The Governing Council is

willing and able to act by using all

the instruments available within its

mandate if warranted in order to

maintain an appropriate degree of

monetary accommodation. In

particular, the Governing Council

recalls that the asset purchase

programme provides sufficient

flexibility in terms of adjusting its size,

composition and 5 duration. In the

meantime, we will continue to fully

implement the monthly asset

purchases of €60 billion. These

purchases are intended to run until

the end of September 2016, or

beyond, if necessary, and, in any

case, until we see a sustained

adjustment in the path of inflation

that is consistent with our aim of

achieving inflation rates below, but

close to, 2% over the medium term.”

On the other side of the Atlantic, Fed

Chairman Yellen has continued to

repeat that once the Fed’s

objectives are realized, with

unemployment below 6.5% (a target

achieved some time ago), with

inflation close to but slightly below

2%, and economic growth moving

towards its potential (but on this

topic the Fed has never specified a

target), the Fed will initiate a move

towards the normalization of

monetary policy by starting a cycle

of interest rate rises, after having

stopped the third phase of its QE in

October 2014. In reality, the initiation

of this normalization, which will take

the form of implementing interest

rate hikes, has been repeatedly

postponed. The first hike was

originally expected to come in June,

then it was September, and now
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there is talk of December. Once

again, in its meeting on October

27th28th, the Fed has postponed

the date of the first expected rise in

rates. The FOMC, the branch of the

Fed that is responsible for deciding

monetary policy, left Fed Funds at

their historic minimum, close to zero,

more exactly in the 00.25% range.

The Fed has, however, now explicitly

indicated its next meeting as being

that in which it could begin its series

of rate increases. It did, in fact, omit

from this latest communiqué any

reference to the impact of

international economics on the

American economy. According to

many commentators, this could be

the preliminary signal of a rate rise in

December (the next FOMC meeting

has been fixed for 15th16th

December): 6 “In determining

whether it will be appropriate to

raise the target range at its next

meeting, the Committee will assess

progress – both realized and

expected – toward its objectives of

maximum employment and 2

percent inflation.” The newly

assertive tone of the communiqué

has convinced the market that

things will probably change next

time. In response, the dollar

immediately strengthened against

the Euro, which fell to an exchange

rate of 1.09, the level reflecting the

greatest strength for the dollar over

the last three months, while Wall

Street proceeded to wipe out the

day’s gains. It is likely that what the

Fed now means by bringing

monetary policy back to normal is a

cycle of just a few increases, spread

out over at least two years, enough

to give a cyclical sense to monetary

policy. It does, in fact, now seem

clear that the overall economic

situation has deteriorated

structurally compared with the last

few decades. On the other hand,

the present systematic, coordinated

intervention agreed between

central banks, based on

conventional and nonconventional

growthoriented monetary policies –

in particular, quantitative easing –

even if it distorts the normal

equilibrium and efficiency of the

markets, is certainly capable of

avoiding deep, prolonged falls in

stock markets; given that in this

phase the markets reveal a complex

substrate of critical conditions of

various types, any such event could

turn out to be dangerous.




